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The new edition of this classic account of Revolutionary Europe brings to life many of the key issues that have fascinated historians since the fall of the Bastille and now includes a new introduction examining Rude's life and works and an updated list of readings. (retrieved from Amazon Thu, 12 Mar 2015 18:02:05 -0400). â–¾Library descriptions. No library descriptions found. Quick Links.

George Rude's contribution covers the period from 1783-1815 under the title "Revolutionary Europe" and in a readable prose explications for the general reader the history of Europe during the turmoil and upheavals of the Revolutionary and Napoleonic era. The period itself is broken down into four parts, firstly the scene is set with an account of Europe in the early 1780's that considers the state of European developments at that time and the conflicts within as well as between Nations. The largest section of the book covers the French revolution itself and the variety of twi Revolutionary Europe 1783-1815 by George Rude, 1985, HarperCollins Publishers Canada, Limited edition. Are you sure you want to remove Revolutionary Europe 1783-1815 from your list? Revolutionary Europe 1783-1815. by George Rude. Published 1985 by HarperCollins Publishers Canada, Limited.